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Verbal Brilliance in Latin: Second Conjugation Exercises 
 
The following verbs will be used in the second conjugation exercises: 
 

to teach doceô docêre docuî doctus 

to regard habeô habêre habuî habitus 

to see videô vidêre vîdî vîsus 

to move moveô movêre môvî môtus 

to warn moneô monêre monuî monitus 

to owe dêbeô dêbêre dêbuî dêbitus 

to hold teneô tenêre tenuî tentus 

to destroy dêleô dêlêre dêlêvî dêlêtus 

to exercise exerceô exercêre exercuî exercitus 

to frighten terreô terrêre terruî territus 

to hinder prohibeô prohibêre prohibuî prohibitus 

to mix misceô miscêre miscuî mixtus 

to order iubeô iubêre iussî iussus 

to possess possideô possidêre possêdî possessus 

to restrain retineô retinêre retinuî retentus 

to ridicule irrîdeô irrîdêre irrîsî irrîsus 

to supply praebeô praebêre praebuî praebitus 

to besiege obsideô obsidêre obsêdî obsessus 

to confine coerceô coercêre coercuî coercitus 

to twist torqueô torquêre torsî tortus 
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Past (Passive) and Future (Active) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. [having been] taught doctus about to teach doctûrus 

2. [having been] regarded habitus about to regard habitûrus 

3. seen  about to see  

4. moved  about to move  

5. warned  about to warn  

6. owed  about to owe  

7. held  about to hold  

8. destroyed  about to destroy  

9. exercised  about to exercise  

10. frightened  about to frighten  

11. hindered  about to hinder  

12. mixed  about to mix  

13. ordered  about to order  

14. possessed  about to possess  

15. restrained  about to restrain  

16. ridiculed  about to ridicule  

17. supplied  about to supply  

18. besieged  about to besiege  

19. confined  about to confine  

20. twisted  about to twist  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Present (Active) and Future (Passive) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. teaching docêns about to be taught docendus 

2. regarding habêns about to be regarded habendus 

3. seeing  about to be seen  

4. moving  about to be moved  

5. warning  about to be warned  

6. owing  about to be owed  

7. holding  about to be held  

8. destroying  about to be destroyed  

9. exercising  about to be exercised  

10. frightening  about to be frightened  

11. hindering  about to be hindered  

12. mixing  about to be mixed  

13. ordering  about to be ordered  

14. possessing  about to be possessed  

15. restraining  about to be restrained  

16. ridiculing  about to be ridiculed  

17. supplying  about to be supplied  

18. besieging  about to be besieged  

19. confining  about to be confined  

20. twisting  about to be twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Present Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to teach docêre to be taught docêrî 

2. to regard habêre to be regarded habêrî 

3. to see  to be seen  

4. to move  to be moved  

5. to warn  to be warned  

6. to owe  to be owed  

7. to hold  to be held  

8. to destroy  to be destroyed  

9. to exercise  to be exercised  

10. to frighten  to be frightened  

11. to hinder  to be hindered  

12. to mix  to be mixed  

13. to order  to be ordered  

14. to possess  to be possessed  

15. to restrain  to be restrained  

16. to ridicule  to be ridiculed  

17. to supply  to be supplied  

18. to besiege  to be besieged  

19. to confine  to be confined  

20. to twist  to be twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Perfect Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to have taught docuisse to have been taught doctus esse 

2. to have regarded habuisse to have been regarded habitus esse 

3. to have seen  to have been seen  

4. to have moved  to have been moved  

5. to have warned  to have been warned  

6. to have owed  to have been owed  

7. to have held  to have been held  

8. to have destroyed  to have been destroyed  

9. to have exercised  to have been exercised  

10. to have frightened  to have been frightened  

11. to have hindered  to have been hindered  

12. to have mixed  to have been mixed  

13. to have ordered  to have been ordered  

14. to have possessed  to have been possessed  

15. to have restrained  to have been restrained  

16. to have ridiculed  to have been ridiculed  

17. to have supplied  to have been supplied  

18. to have besieged  to have been besieged  

19. to have confined  to have been confined  

20. to have twisted  to have been twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Future Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to be about to teach doctûrus esse to be about to be taught doctum îrî 

2. to be about to regard habitûrus esse to be about to be regarded habitum îrî 

3. to be about to see  to be about to be seen  

4. to be about to move  to be about to be moved  

5. to be about to warn  to be about to be warned  

6. to be about to owe  to be about to be owed  

7. to be about to hold  to be about to be held  

8. to be about to destroy  to be about to be destroyed  

9. to be about to exercise  to be about to be exercised  

10. to be about to frighten  to be about to be frightened  

11. to be about to hinder  to be about to be hindered  

12. to be about to mix  to be about to be mixed  

13. to be about to order  to be about to be ordered  

14. to be about to possess  to be about to be possessed  

15. to be about to restrain  to be about to be restrained  

16. to be about to ridicule  to be about to be ridiculed  

17. to be about to supply  to be about to be supplied  

18. to be about to besiege  to be about to be besieged  

19. to be about to confine  to be about to be confined  

20. to be about to twist  to be about to be twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Present Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x teaches docet x is [being] taught docêtur 

2. x regards habet x is [being] regarded habêtur 

3. x sees  x is seen  

4. x moves  x is moved  

5. x warns  x is warned  

6. x owes  x is owed  

7. x holds  x is held  

8. x destroys  x is destroyed  

9. x exercises  x is exercised  

10. x frightens  x is frightened  

11. x hinders  x is hindered  

12. x mixes  x is mixed  

13. x orders  x is ordered  

14. x possesses  x is possessed  

15. x restrains  x is restrained  

16. x ridicules  x is ridiculed  

17. x supplies  x is supplied  

18. x besieges  x is besieged  

19. x confines  x is confined  

20. x twists  x is twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Imperfect Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x was teaching docêbat x was being taught docêbâtur 

2. x was regarding habêbat x was being regarded habêbâtur 

3. x was seeing  x was being seen  

4. x was moving  x was being moved  

5. x was warning  x was being warned  

6. x was owing  x was being owed  

7. x was holding  x was being held  

8. x was destroying  x was being destroyed  

9. x was exercising  x was being exercised  

10. x was frightening  x was being frightened  

11. x was hindering  x was being hindered  

12. x was mixing  x was being mixed  

13. x was ordering  x was being ordered  

14. x was possessing  x was being possessed  

15. x was restraining  x was being restrained  

16. x was ridiculing  x was being ridiculed  

17. x was supplying  x was being supplied  

18. x was besieging  x was being besieged  

19. x was confining  x was being confined  

20. x was twisting  x was being twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Future Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x will teach docêbit x will be taught docêbitur 

2. x will regard habêbit x will be regarded habêbitur 

3. x will see  x will be seen  

4. x will move  x will be moved  

5. x will warn  x will be warned  

6. x will owe  x will be owed  

7. x will hold  x will be held  

8. x will destroy  x will be destroyed  

9. x will exercise  x will be exercised  

10. x will frighten  x will be frightened  

11. x will hinder  x will be hindered  

12. x will mix  x will be mixed  

13. x will order  x will be ordered  

14. x will possess  x will be possessed  

15. x will restrain  x will be restrained  

16. x will ridicule  x will be ridiculed  

17. x will supply  x will be supplied  

18. x will besiege  x will be besieged  

19. x will teach  x will be taught  

20. x will twist  x will be twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Present Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x has taught docuit x has been taught doctus est 

2. x has regarded habuit x has been regarded habitus est 

3. x has seen  x has been seen  

4. x has moved  x has been moved  

5. x has warned  x has been warned  

6. x has owed  x has been owed  

7. x has held  x has been held  

8. x has destroyed  x has been destroyed  

9. x has exercised  x has been exercised  

10. x has frightened  x has been frightened  

11. x has hindered  x has been hindered  

12. x has mixed  x has been mixed  

13. x has ordered  x has been ordered  

14. x has possessed  x has been possessed  

15. x has restrained  x has been restrained  

16. x has ridiculed  x has been ridiculed  

17. x has supplied  x has been supplied  

18. x has besieged  x has been besieged  

19. x has taught  x has been taught  

20. x has twisted  x has been twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Past Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x had taught docuerat x had been taught doctus erat 

2. x had regarded habuerat x had been regarded habitus erat 

3. x had seen  x had been seen  

4. x had moved  x had been moved  

5. x had warned  x had been warned  

6. x had owed  x had been owed  

7. x had held  x had been held  

8. x had destroyed  x had been destroyed  

9. x had exercised  x had been exercised  

10. x had frightened  x had been frightened  

11. x had hindered  x had been hindered  

12. x had mixed  x had been mixed  

13. x had ordered  x had been ordered  

14. x had possessed  x had been possessed  

15. x had restrained  x had been restrained  

16. x had ridiculed  x had been ridiculed  

17. x had supplied  x had been supplied  

18. x had besieged  x had been besieged  

19. x had taught  x had been taught  

20. x had twisted  x had been twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Future Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x will have taught docuerit x will have been taught doctus erit 

2. x will have regarded habuerit x will have been regarded habitus erit 

3. x will have seen  x will have been seen  

4. x will have moved  x will have been moved  

5. x will have warned  x will have been warned  

6. x will have owed  x will have been owed  

7. x will have held  x will have been held  

8. x will have destroyed  x will have been destroyed  

9. x will have exercised  x will have been exercised  

10. x will have frightened  x will have been frightened  

11. x will have hindered  x will have been hindered  

12. x will have mixed  x will have been mixed  

13. x will have ordered  x will have been ordered  

14. x will have possessed  x will have been possessed  

15. x will have restrained  x will have been restrained  

16. x will have ridiculed  x will have been ridiculed  

17. x will have supplied  x will have been supplied  

18. x will have besieged  x will have been besieged  

19. x will have taught  x will have been taught  

20. x will have twisted  x will have been twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Present Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. let x teach doceat let x be taught doceâtur 

2. let x regard habeat let x be regarded habeâtur 

3. let x see  let x be seen  

4. let x move  let x be moved  

5. let x warn  let x be warned  

6. let x owe  let x be owed  

7. let x hold  let x be held  

8. let x destroy  let x be destroyed  

9. let x exercise  let x be exercised  

10. let x frighten  let x be frightened  

11. let x hinder  let x be hindered  

12. let x mix  let x be mixed  

13. let x order  let x be ordered  

14. let x possess  let x be possessed  

15. let x restrain  let x be restrained  

16. let x ridicule  let x be ridiculed  

17. let x supply  let x be supplied  

18. let x besiege  let x be besieged  

19. let x teach  let x be taught  

20. let x twist  let x be twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Imperfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x would teach docêret x would be taught docêrêtur 

2. x would regard habêret x would be regarded habêrêtur 

3. x would see  x would be seen  

4. x would move  x would be moved  

5. x would warn  x would be warned  

6. x would owe  x would be owed  

7. x would hold  x would be held  

8. x would destroy  x would be destroyed  

9. x would exercise  x would be exercised  

10. x would frighten  x would be frightened  

11. x would hinder  x would be hindered  

12. x would mix  x would be mixed  

13. x would order  x would be ordered  

14. x would possess  x would be possessed  

15. x would restrain  x would be restrained  

16. x would ridicule  x would be ridiculed  

17. x would supply  x would be supplied  

18. x would besiege  x would be besieged  

19. x would teach  x would be taught  

20. x would twist  x would be twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Perfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. [I ask what] x has taught docuerit [I ask who / what] has been taught doctus sit 

2. [I ask what] x has regarded habuerit [I ask who / what] has been regarded habitus sit 

3. [I ask what] x has seen  [I ask who / what] has been seen  

4. [I ask what] x has moved  [I ask who / what] has been moved  

5. [I ask what] x has warned  [I ask who / what] has been warned  

6. [I ask what] x has owed  [I ask who / what] has been owed  

7. [I ask what] x has held  [I ask who / what] has been held  

8. [I ask what] x has destroyed  [I ask who / what] has been destroyed  

9. [I ask what] x has exercised  [I ask who / what] has been exercised  

10. [I ask what] x has frightened  [I ask who / what] has been frightened  

11. [I ask what] x has hindered  [I ask who / what] has been hindered  

12. [I ask what] x has mixed  [I ask who / what] has been mixed  

13. [I ask what] x has ordered  [I ask who / what] has been ordered  

14. [I ask what] x has possessed  [I ask who / what] has been possessed  

15. [I ask what] x has restrained  [I ask who / what] has been restrained  

16. [I ask what] x has ridiculed  [I ask who / what] has been ridiculed  

17. [I ask what] x has supplied  [I ask who / what] has been supplied  

18. [I ask what] x has besieged  [I ask who / what] has been besieged  

19. [I ask what] x has taught  [I ask who / what] has been taught  

20. [I ask what] x has twisted  [I ask who / what] has been twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Past Perfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x would have taught docuisset x would have been taught doctus esset 

2. x would have regarded habuisset x would have been regarded habitus esset 

3. x would have seen  x would have been seen  

4. x would have moved  x would have been moved  

5. x would have warned  x would have been warned  

6. x would have owed  x would have been owed  

7. x would have held  x would have been held  

8. x would have destroyed  x would have been destroyed  

9. x would have exercised  x would have been exercised  

10. x would have frightened  x would have been frightened  

11. x would have hindered  x would have been hindered  

12. x would have mixed  x would have been mixed  

13. x would have ordered  x would have been ordered  

14. x would have possessed  x would have been possessed  

15. x would have restrained  x would have been restrained  

16. x would have ridiculed  x would have been ridiculed  

17. x would have supplied  x would have been supplied  

18. x would have besieged  x would have been besieged  

19. x would have taught  x would have been taught  

20. x would have twisted  x would have been twisted  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Present Imperative, Active Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. teach! docê teach! (pl) docête 

2. regard! habê regard! (pl) habête 

3. see!  see! (pl)  

4. move!  move! (pl)  

5. warn!  warn! (pl)  

6. owe!  owe! (pl)  

7. hold!  hold! (pl)  

8. destroy!  destroy! (pl)  

9. exercise!  exercise! (pl)  

10. frighten!  frighten! (pl)  

11. hinder!  hinder! (pl)  

12. mix!  mix! (pl)  

13. order!  order! (pl)  

14. possess!  possess! (pl)  

15. restrain!  restrain! (pl)  

16. ridicule!  ridicule! (pl)  

17. supply!  supply! (pl)  

18. besiege!  besiege! (pl)  

19. confine!  confine! (pl)  

20. twist!  twist! (pl)  
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Exercise: Second Conjugation, Present Imperative, Passive Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. be taught! docêre be taught! (pl) docêminî 

2. be regarded! habêre be regarded! (pl) habêminî 

3. be seen!  be seen! (pl)  

4. be moved!  be moved! (pl)  

5. be warned!  be warned! (pl)  

6. be owed!  be owed! (pl)  

7. be held! (pl)  be held! (pl)  

8. be destroyed!  be destroyed! (pl)  

9. be exercised!  be exercised! (pl)  

10. be frightened!  be frightened! (pl)  

11. be hindered!  be hindered! (pl)  

12. be mixed!  be mixed! (pl)  

13. be ordered!  be ordered! (pl)  

14. be possessed!  be possessed! (pl)  

15. be restrained!  be restrained! (pl)  

16. be ridiculed!  be ridiculed! (pl)  

17. be supplied!  be supplied! (pl)  

18. be besieged!  be besieged! (pl)  

19. be taught!  be taught! (pl)  

20. be twisted!  be twisted! (pl)  
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Cumulative Exercise: Second Conjugation, Participles and Infinitives 

1. to have twisted 
2. to move 
3. about to be regarded 
4. to be about to be ridiculed 
5. to be about to be regarded 
6. owing 
7. about to confine 
8. to have confined 
9. to be seen 
10. about to supply 
11. to be about to destroy 
12. to be besieged 
13. besieging 
14. to have been frightened 
15. to have been confined 
16. to be about to supply 
17. to order 
18. to hinder 
19. to besiege 
20. to be about to be hindered 
21. to have held 
22. about to teach 
23. about to be mixed 
24. to be about to be confined 
25. to be frightened 
26. [having been] frightened 
27. to have been twisted 
28. [having been] ridiculed 
29. to be about to confine 
30. [having been] hindered 
31. to have besieged 
32. to have been restrained 
33. to be possessed 
34. about to destroy 
35. to be about to exercise 
36. to be about to order 
37. to have owed 
38. about to frighten 
39. to possess 
40. to have supplied 
41. mixing 

42. to have possessed 
43. to be about to twist 
44. to owe 
45. to be about to be frightened 
46. about to be warned 
47. to be about to be taught 
48. [having been] warned 
49. to have been ridiculed 
50. about to besiege 
51. ridiculing 
52. to be owed 
53. to have been ordered 
54. to have been taught 
55. [having been] seen 
56. to be about to be warned 
57. to be about to be ordered 
58. to destroy 
59. [having been] twisted 
60. about to mix 
61. about to hold 
62. to have been supplied 
63. to see 
64. [having been] supplied 
65. to be about to be destroyed 
66. about to hinder 
67. seeing 
68. to be about to be mixed 
69. to be about to be restrained 
70. teaching 
71. about to be held 
72. destroying 
73. about to be hindered 
74. about to be seen 
75. to be moved 
76. to have been besieged 
77. to be about to see 
78. about to teach 
79. to regard 
80. to ridicule 
81. to have been possessed 
82. to have been owed 

83. to be held 
84. to have exercised 
85. to have been warned 
86. to have been exercised 
87. to be warned 
88. to be about to be exercised 
89. about to be besieged 
90. [having been] ordered 
91. to have hindered 
92. about to owe 
93. exercising 
94. to have taught 
95. to be about to frighten 
96. possessing 
97. to have restrained 
98. to be about to mix 
99. to be about to be held 
100. to be about to teach 
101. to have been mixed 
102. [having been] held 
103. to be about to be supplied 
104. regarding 
105. supplying 
106. to have been regarded 
107. about to warn 
108. to be about to be twisted 
109. about to be destroyed 
110. about to ridicule 
111. [having been] exercised 
112. to twist 
113. to be restrained 
114. [having been] taught 
115. about to be frightened 
116. [having been] confined 
117. to have moved 
118. to have been hindered 
119. hindering 
120. to have ridiculed 
121. to be about to besiege 
122. about to be ridiculed 
123. [having been] moved 
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124. [having been] destroyed 
125. to mix 
126. about to move 
127. to be exercised 
128. to teach 
129. about to order 
130. to be confined 
131. to teach 
132. [having been] mixed 
133. to have been seen 
134. to be ordered 
135. to be about to hold 
136. about to be possessed 
137. to confine 
138. to be supplied 
139. [having been] possessed 
140. to be destroyed 
141. to have been moved 
142. to supply 
143. to have frightened 
144. to be about to be seen 
145. to have mixed 
146. about to possess 
147. to be about to move 
148. to be about to regard 
149. [having been] owed 

150. to have been held 
151. about to be moved 
152. to have been destroyed 
153. about to be exercised 
154. to be taught 
155. [having been] restrained 
156. about to be supplied 
157. frightening 
158. to be about to be possessed 
159. to be about to be besieged 
160. to be ridiculed 
161. about to be restrained 
162. to be twisted 
163. to have seen 
164. to have warned 
165. to be about to hinder 
166. to have destroyed 
167. confining 
168. [having been] besieged 
169. to be mixed 
170. to have ordered 
171. to be about to be owed 
172. to frighten 
173. about to see 
174. about to be confined 
175. to be regarded 

176. to be about to possess 
177. restraining 
178. to be about to teach 
179. twisting 
180. about to twist 
181. to be about to be moved 
182. about to be twisted 
183. to warn 
184. holding 
185. to exercise 
186. to be about to warn 
187. moving 
188. to be about to owe 
189. about to be taught 
190. to have regarded 
191. about to exercise 
192. to be hindered 
193. about to be owed 
194. to hold 
195. about to regard 
196. to be about to ridicule 
197. ordering 
198. [having been] regarded 
199. about to be ordered 
200. warning 

Cumulative Exercise: Second Conjugation, Primary and Perfect Tenses 

 
1. x had moved 
2. x has regarded 
3. x has been taught 
4. x had confined 
5. x possesses 
6. x will have held 
7. x had been supplied 
8. x has seen 
9. x had been held 
10. x will besiege 
11. x will be besieged 
12. x hinderes 
13. x has been ridiculed 
14. x is moved 
15. x will have been besieged 
16. x had been possessed 
17. x has restrained 

18. x will have possessed 
19. x has confined 
20. x was seeing 
21. x will have been exercised 
22. x is ordered 
23. x will have confined 
24. x was ridiculing 
25. x owes 
26. x besieges 
27. x is exercised 
28. x confines 
29. x will have been taught 
30. x will have warned 
31. x was ordering 
32. x is ridiculed 
33. x will have taught 
34. x will be confined 

35. x has hindered 
36. x exercises 
37. x has warned 
38. x had possessed 
39. x will be hindered 
40. x will be ordered 
41. x is taught 
42. x had been hindered 
43. x had been confined 
44. x has been held 
45. x was being warned 
46. x was being moved 
47. x will teach 
48. x was owing 
49. x was being owed 
50. x is seen 
51. x will exercise 
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52. x was being held 
53. x was being seen 
54. x is warned 
55. x warns 
56. x was confining 
57. x was being possessed 
58. x orders 
59. x will have ordered 
60. x had regarded 
61. x will be taught 
62. x will ridicule 
63. x will have been held 
64. x had hindered 
65. x is confined 
66. x is hindered 
67. x will be ridiculed 
68. x was being taught 
69. x will regard 
70. x is besieged 
71. x has been confined 
72. x will owe 
73. x will be supplied 
74. x will be moved 
75. x has possessed 
76. x ridicules 
77. x will have been restrained 
78. x will have supplied 
79. x has been warned 
80. x will have been ridiculed 
81. x will be warned 
82. x has been regarded 
83. x had warned 
84. x will teach 
85. x teaches 
86. x will be held 
87. x is regarded 
88. x has been supplied 
89. x will have been regarded 
90. x has supplied 
91. x has been possessed 
92. x will have exercised 
93. x had taught 
94. x was teaching 
95. x had been regarded 
96. x will hold 
97. x had besieged 
98. x has been seen 
99. x restrains 

100. x was being restrained 
101. x will have besieged 
102. x had been ridiculed 
103. x will have been owed 
104. x will supply 
105. x was being besieged 
106. x will hinder 
107. x will have been seen 
108. x will be regarded 
109. x had been restrained 
110. x had been seen 
111. x has besieged 
112. x was exercising 
113. x supplies 
114. x was being exercised 
115. x will have restrained 
116. x will have moved 
117. x was supplying 
118. x will have regarded 
119. x had been exercised 
120. x will have been moved 
121. x was being ordered 
122. x will be restrained 
123. x will have been hindered 
124. x has been owed 
125. x had supplied 
126. x has exercised 
127. x was being hindered 
128. x had been ordered 
129. x will have been supplied 
130. x had owed 
131. x was restraining 
132. x had exercised 
133. x has taught 
134. x will be possessed 
135. x will have owed 
136. x is possessed 
137. x has moved 
138. x will have been ordered 
139. x was being regarded 
140. x will have been confined 
141. x will be exercised 
142. x was being supplied 
143. x was warning 
144. x has been besieged 
145. x will order 
146. x has been restrained 
147. x has been ordered 

148. x will see 
149. x was being ridiculed 
150. x will have hindered 
151. x will have ridiculed 
152. x has ridiculed 
153. x will warn 
154. x was possessing 
155. x was regarding 
156. x will confine 
157. x holds 
158. x had been owed 
159. x has owed 
160. x had ordered 
161. x had been moved 
162. x is supplied 
163. x is owed 
164. x will have been possessed 
165. x had been taught 
166. x will move 
167. x was holding 
168. x regards 
169. x will have been warned 
170. x was moving 
171. x had held 
172. x was being confined 
173. x had restrained 
174. x had been warned 
175. x had ridiculed 
176. x is restrained 
177. x had been besieged 
178. x had seen 
179. x has been hindered 
180. x has ordered 
181. x will possess 
182. x has been exercised 
183. x sees 
184. x will be seen 
185. x has held 
186. x moves 
187. x will have seen 
188. x will be owed 
189. x is held 
190. x has been moved 
191. x was hindering 
192. x was besieging 
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Cumulative Exercise: Second Conjugation, Subjunctives and Imperatives 
 
1. teach! 
2. x would teach 
3. [I ask what] x has owed 
4. [I ask who / what] has been besieged 
5. be ridiculed! 
6. x would have been moved 
7. [I ask what] x has supplied 
8. x would have been hindered 
9. [I ask who / what] has been restrained 
10. [I ask who / what] has been moved 
11. x would have frightened 
12. confine! (pl) 
13. let x be warned 
14. see! 
15. x would have been possessed 
16. x would be regarded 
17. x would be hindered 
18. move! 
19. let x mix 
20. let x be seen 
21. x would ridicule 
22. x would have possessed 
23. be ordered! (pl) 
24. x would have held 
25. x would have been mixed 
26. be restrained! (pl) 
27. be supplied! 
28. [I ask what] x has taught 
29. let x be ordered 
30. [I ask what] x has held 
31. be taught! 
32. x would hold 
33. be frightened! 
34. let x be confined 
35. let x owe 
36. x would confine 
37. be besieged! 
38. let x be besieged 
39. x would be frightened 
40. [I ask who / what] has been ordered 
41. [I ask who / what] has been owed 

42. [I ask who / what] has been ridiculed 
43. x would be besieged 
44. twist! 
45. let x be supplied 
46. [I ask what] x has exercised 
47. frighten! 
48. warn! (pl) 
49. x would regard 
50. x would be possessed 
51. x would have been regarded 
52. let x be held 
53. let x be frightened 
54. be exercised! 
55. [I ask what] x has restrained 
56. be twisted! (pl) 
57. be frightened! (pl) 
58. x would warn 
59. x would be exercised 
60. let x possess 
61. x would have exercised 
62. x would have been seen 
63. hold! (pl) 
64. x would have restrained 
65. x would be confined 
66. owe! 
67. let x be regarded 
68. x would have been taught 
69. x would have hindered 
70. move! (pl) 
71. mix! 
72. let x move 
73. x would have been held 
74. let x besiege 
75. x would have been owed 
76. be moved! (pl) 
77. order! 
78. be besieged! (pl) 
79. x would possess 
80. be warned! (pl) 
81. [I ask who / what] has been regarded 
82. x would be owed 

83. [I ask who / what] has been supplied 
84. x would be taught 
85. exercise! 
86. x would have ordered 
87. x would be ridiculed 
88. x would order 
89. let x be possessed 
90. x would have warned 
91. x would have supplied 
92. ridicule! 
93. x would be twisted 
94. be owed! 
95. teach! (pl) 
96. supply! (pl) 
97. x would have been besieged 
98. let x teach 
99. [I ask what] x has confined 
100. [I ask what] x has moved 
101. x would be seen 
102. x would have been confined 
103. [I ask what] x has possessed 
104. let x exercise 
105. [I ask who / what] has been mixed 
106. x would have been exercised 
107. x would be supplied 
108. [I ask who / what] has been 

possessed 
109. [I ask what] x has regarded 
110. hold! 
111. [I ask who / what] has been 

confined 
112. x would have mixed 
113. be supplied! (pl) 
114. regard! 
115. [I ask what] x has seen 
116. be mixed! 
117. be possessed! (pl) 
118. let x be moved 
119. [I ask what] x has warned 
120. x would have twisted 
121. let x supply 
122. x would have ridiculed 
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123. be confined! (pl) 
124. [I ask what] x has mixed 
125. let x hold 
126. be taught! (pl) 
127. be restrained! 
128. warn! 
129. be ridiculed! (pl) 
130. [I ask what] x has twisted 
131. let x twist 
132. let x be taught 
133. x would mix 
134. [I ask who / what] has been 

frightened 
135. be possessed! 
136. be moved! 
137. x would have taught 
138. x would have regarded 
139. be owed! (pl) 
140. let x confine 
141. x would have seen 
142. x would have been warned 
143. x would besiege 
144. be ordered! 
145. teach! (pl) 
146. x would teach 
147. x would have been ordered 
148. x would have been supplied 
149. x would move 
150. be warned! 
151. let x be mixed 
152. x would supply 
153. [I ask what] x has ordered 
154. [I ask what] x has ridiculed 
155. let x order 
156. be hindered! (pl) 
157. x would be mixed 
158. let x be restrained 

159. be confined! 
160. x would have been twisted 
161. [I ask what] x has besieged 
162. be seen! (pl) 
163. [I ask what] x has frightened 
164. [I ask who / what] has been seen 
165. let x hinder 
166. be held! 
167. exercise! (pl) 
168. x would twist 
169. let x warn 
170. let x teach 
171. confine! 
172. [I ask who / what] has been twisted 
173. besiege! (pl) 
174. let x frighten 
175. be held! (pl) 
176. supply! 
177. x would have besieged 
178. let x be hindered 
179. let x see 
180. order! (pl) 
181. [I ask who / what] has been 

exercised 
182. let x be ridiculed 
183. x would see 
184. teach! 
185. [I ask who / what] has been 

hindered 
186. x would hinder 
187. x would be held 
188. hinder! 
189. let x be twisted 
190. ridicule! (pl) 
191. mix! (pl) 
192. x would exercise 
193. possess! 

194. x would have been restrained 
195. x would be moved 
196. frighten! (pl) 
197. [I ask who / what] has been held 
198. be twisted! 
199. be mixed! (pl) 
200. owe! (pl) 
201. x would have been ridiculed 
202. x would be warned 
203. x would have moved 
204. twist! (pl) 
205. x would be restrained 
206. [I ask what] x has hindered 
207. x would be ordered 
208. [I ask who / what] has been taught 
209. be exercised! (pl) 
210. hinder! (pl) 
211. x would have confined 
212. x would have owed 
213. x would owe 
214. [I ask who / what] has been warned 
215. let x be owed 
216. regard! (pl) 
217. be hindered! 
218. see! (pl) 
219. x would frighten 
220. possess! (pl) 
221. be regarded! 
222. be regarded! (pl) 
223. let x be exercised 
224. let x regard 
225. be seen! 
226. let x ridicule 
227. x would have been frightened 
228. besiege! 

 


